
The prevailing narrative around the Industrial Revolution in  
its first, second and third iterations is only partly true. 

Steam power, electricity and modern computing were in  
fact breakthrough technologies that rapidly came to the fore, 
disrupting established industries and creating new ones.  
But technology-enabled sea-change has typically been 
driven not by technology itself, but by a transformational 
leader who saw how to derive value in a way that others 
did not. Leadership and culture play an enormous role in 
transformation, but are typically overlooked as secondary  
to a revolutionary technology. 

c o nv e r s a t i o n s  o n  l e a d e r s h i p 

Henry Ford 4.0:  
Getting Digital 
Leadership Right in 
Industrial Manufacturing 
Just Might Drive Your 
Margins Up by 26%   
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For example, Henry Ford did not invent the automobile or the assembly line. He did, however, 
marry his expertise as an engineer, his knowledge of emerging technology and his transformational         
leadership ability to drive an approach that changed the world – and built an automotive empire. 
Had it not been for his leadership, and his ability to drive a culture of innovation, the assembly line 
might never have reached its true potential.  

Today, connected devices, big data, cloud computing and analytics are some of the technologies 
enabling a Fourth Industrial Revolution, or Industry 4.0 in industry parlance. The digitization of 
manufacturing promises to become the next frontier to deliver margin expansions and create new 
business models and profit pools, particularly as lean manufacturing matures and starts to deliver 
diminishing returns. 

In fact, McKinsey published a study on Industry 4.0 in 2016 detailing expectations among U.S. 
manufacturing companies, targeting productivity gain and cost improvements at 12 percent and 
revenue improvement at 14 percent – an organic margin expansion of 26 percent.  The study called 
out the following leadership barriers that have limited or halted any progress for Industry 4.0 
implementation: 

• Lack of courage to lead a radical transformation

• Difficulty of coordination and gaining traction across the organization

• Lack of the necessary skilled digital/technological talent

• Shortage of coherent business cases to justify full system and infrastructure implementation 
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That said, despite the proliferation of digital technology, major corporations are still only in the 
nascent stages of driving value from it. CEOs, COOs and CIOs across industry are sharing the role  
of drafting and driving Industry 4.0. But there is a difference between managing change and  
driving transformation. 

A new kind of leader is needed – the Digital Value Creator. 
Our experience and research shows that Digital Value Creators are leaders who demonstrate spikes  
in three distinguished dimensions to build and sustain digital DNA, lead with strength and develop 
the right culture from top to bottom.  
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LEADING TRANSFORMATION
Leads an organization to higher level of responsiveness 
and proactivity in the face of an evermore unpredictable 
environment
•  A holistic approach to help the entire organization reach 

a new stage
•  Top-down initiated but driven by energy from all levels
•  Need to overcome fear of the unknown (leaving the 

comfort zone)
•  Requires a new repertoire of systemic influencing
•  Creates a different organizational mindset for a lasting 

and competitive advantage

MANAGING CHANGE
Drives specific programs to implement new 
organizational practices that result in predictable 
change
• Series of one-time efforts
• Top-down driven
• Focus on implementation
•  Need to overcome resistance to do things differently
•  Builds on a well-established repertoire of linear 

program management
• Creates success stories as case examples
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Business Domain Knowledge
Leaders in any field most often have significant experience in that domain, making them true 
experts. This business domain knowledge means that they are constantly evaluating the challenges, 
opportunities and successes within and around their business – and if they have significant business 
domain knowledge, they will do this well enough to keep their organization running efficiently and 
grow it sustainably in a world changing at a more accelerated rate than ever before.

What makes Digital Value Creators unique among other leaders with business domain knowledge 
is their ability to identify value creation opportunities across the business with an eye toward 
digitization. When a competitive threat arises, they pinpoint how levering digital can solve the 
issue. When tasked with creating new opportunities, they consider digital first and foremost as the 
key to unlock new markets, new offerings and, ultimately, revenue. The ability to develop a holistic 
business domain perspective encompassing current and future business models, value propositions, 
organizational capabilities, business processes and operational effectiveness (manufacturing and 
supply chain) and end users – all through the lens of technology – is key to leveraging new profit pools 
in today’s all-digital world.

Three Dimensions of Digital Value Creators

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP
• Building next-level leadership
• Mastering complexity
• Orchestrating creativity
• Leveraging emotional commitment
• Connecting with society

DIGITAL 
VALUE 

CREATORS

BUSINESS DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE
• Business issues and opportunities
• Market landscape and position
• Organizational capabilities
• Business processes and systems

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY
• Big data, advanced analytics
• IoT, M2M, cloud computing
• Cybersecurity
•  Artificial intelligence and 

machine learning
• Virtual reality
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Understanding Disruptive Technology
The manufacturing sector is among those most disrupted by new technologies. Entire processes 
honed over decades have now changed completely with the massive rise in data volumes and 
accessible computational power; the emergence of deeper analytic and business intelligence 
capabilities; new applications of human-machine interaction like augmented reality; and the transfer 
of digital instruction to the physical world in applications such as advanced robotics and 3D printing. 
These new technologies require whole new levels of understanding that many in the manufacturing 
sector may not have cultivated.

A Digital Value Creator will have experience with, and understanding of, emerging technologies, 
with exposure to the complex new technological ecosystems evolving every day. At their core, a vast 
majority of these Digital Value Creators have a technical DNA that allows them to not only understand 
the disruptive technologies directly in operation in the new manufacturing processes, but also 
understand leading groups of like-minded technologists who innovate and push the boundaries – 
they have the technical know-how to identify a breakthrough technology. 

Transformational Leadership
Transformational leadership is most difficult to assess but also the most critical dimension to build 
and sustain digital DNA and drive immediate impact. 

In helping many leaders devise effective strategies to transform their business, we have observed that 
those who are most successful in this process are the ones who understand that true transformation 
must reach down to the cultural roots of the enterprise. But if culture is the most important part of a 
successful transformation, it is also the most elusive. How exactly does a leader go about rewiring an 
organization’s priorities and values?

Our research has shown that, while lasting transformations may appear from the outside to be unique, 
they have five critical elements in common:

• They help the organization better master the complexity of its environment

• They foster the creativity of the organization’s employees

• They reinforce the emotional commitment of those employees

• They strengthen the organization’s larger role in society

• They build leaders and a leadership structure to guide the organization into the future.
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These elements of successful transformations provide a 
blueprint for leaders driving transformation in the era of 
Industry 4.0. Ultimately, while leaders may be well-versed in 
disruptive technologies and entrenched in their industry’s 
business domain, it is their quotient of transformational 
leadership that makes them true Digital Value Creators. 
These are the leaders who will guide companies through 
Industry 4.0 – and perhaps, one will emerge as this 
revolution’s Henry Ford.
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The Five Dimentions of Tranformational Leadership

BUILDING NEXT-LEVEL LEADERSHIP
Identifying and implementing innovative models for collective action, and energizing 
and developing the next generation of leaders to make those models actionable 

MASTERING COMPLEXITY
Proactively harnessing disruptive changes and uncertainties brought about by 
digitalization, new business models, new customer profiles and expectations and 
similar forces

ORCHESTRATING CREATIVITY
Establishing a mindset and framework of action that generates, validates and 
implements truly innovative ideas

LEVERAGING EMOTIONAL COMMITMENT
The ability to give a "call for action" anchored in a higher meaning that creates 
commitment reaching beyond immediate objectives

CONNECTING WITH SOCIETY
Connecting the company's business purpose to a long-term mandate to create  
social value and aligning all action and communication accordingly
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